
TRULY ARTISANAL TABLES
Finished by hand to achieve truly stunning patinas, our Acero Dining Collection complements cool, rustic metal with warm colors and organic 

wood textures. Our artisan partners construct each metal surface from panels of solid iron that are left outside to naturally oxidize, producing an 

authentic weathered appearance. Modern wood frames are shaped using solid alder wood and alder veneers, which are painted and lacquered 

to bring out the lumber’s natural features, accentuating its dark and varied tones. Due to the handcrafted nature of this collection, individual pieces 

may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture. Every Acero piece is truly unique.

D I N I N G  TA B L E
96” w x 43” d x 30” h 30ACEROKT Seats up to 10
84” w x 41” d x 30” h 30ACERO84KT Seats up to 8
72” w x 39” d x 30” h 30ACERO72KT Seats up to 6

B U F F E T
70” w x 20” d x 34” h

30ACEROBUFF

B A R
40” w x 20” d x 42” h

30ACEROBAR

 + Craftsman-built by Mexican artisans, this collection is made from solid 
alder wood, alder veneers, and iron.

 + Metal surfaces are handcrafted from panels of treated iron that are left 
outside to give them a natural, oxidized finish.

 + Due to their handcrafted nature, metal surfaces feature small dimples and 
other features—as a result of the finishing process—which add one-of-a-
kind character to each piece.

 + Hand-applied wood finishes are weathered and coated with polyurethane 
for added protection.

 + This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied 
finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, 
making each truly unique.

 + Natural wood may display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other organic 
features that will not affect the quality or performance of your piece.

 + Furniture made from natural wood may move slightly due to temperature 
and humidity. This is normal and should be expected from season to 
season

 + Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

PRODUCT DETAILS

A C E R O
DINING COLLECTION  |   MADE IN MEXICO

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.


